
6 November, 1944: Wurselen, Germany   
Recon by 1st BN, 119th Infantry  
 
        The German 3d Panzer Grenadier Regiment, on the line at Wurselen, Germany, 
reports an action by a reconnaissance patrol from the 119th  on the morning of 6 
November, 1944.  Not much was known of this as it was not reported in the daily 
journals of the 119th, nor was there reports in the records of the 30th Division.  According 
to the German reports, “In the early morning a reconnoitring squad of the enemy tried 
twice to penetrate in our frontline. They had to retire. Imprisoned 7 soldiers, among them 
4 wounded.”i   In my correspondence with Leon Karhausen while trying to obtain 
information on my cousin Allison Jackson of B Company, 119th, a book relating to this 
action came up in the conversation.  A friend of Mr. Karhausen had written a book “The 
Battle at Wurselen”, but the author had since died.   The book contained a map, and an 
aerial view of the area, which outlined the route that was taken by the recon patrol on the 
6th.  This was a wonderful find to say the least.  
 

 
Reconnaissance map from “The Battle at Wurselen”. Courtesy of Leon Karhausen. 
 
  With the map, the wartime aerial, and modern photos of the area taken by Leon in hand, 
I determined that it might be possible to overlay this onto modern maps of the area.  By 



doing so, I hoped to better understand the situation, and to determine the exact location of 
the patrol route in the town.  

 
Aerial view from “The Battle at Wurselen”. Courtesy of Leon Karhausen. 
 
     On the map, and in the photo, there were several distinct features that, I hoped, would 
lead me to the destination.    I operated under the assumption that the road system had 
remained unchanged for the most part, and hoped that the area was not highly developed.  
Based on earlier photos I had received from Leon, I knew that the slag pile was now 
gone, and that a row of apartment houses now sat in the general area that the pile once 
had.    Perhaps this would assist me in finding the site “from the air”.   In the end, this 
turned out to much easier than I had ever expected, as there are some excellent map sites 
out there that cover this area with both road maps and aerial photos.   The information 
might not seem like much to most hardcore researchers, but this was a goldmine as far as 
I was concerned.  



 
The Wurselen apartment photo. Courtesy of Leon Karhausen.  These apartments sit in the area of the old slag pile. 
 
      
       The first thing I discovered was that the orientation of the sketch, and the aerial view 
was off slightly. Nothing in the area of Wurselen matched either image, but I was able to 
narrow down the search to one specific area.  By adjusting the orientation by a few 
degrees to the right, I was amazed to find that the wartime aerial, and a “cutout” image I 
had prepared of the recon route itself, fit like a glove in one specific location.  When I 
switched to the modern aerial view, like a finger pointing the way, there was the row of 
apartment buildings from Leon’s photo… 
 

 
The apartments from above.    Stadtplandienst 
 
      This discovery let me know that I was in the right spot.  The road system had not 
changed much in the 60+ years since the recon patrol had set out on its mission.  The 



stone wall is only visible as an outline, and the narrow gauge railroad is now gone, but 
there was no doubt in my mind that this was the area.  I prepared an overlay with the 
features of the recon sketch just to be certain, and received the result shown below. 
 

 
Recon Route Overlay.  Billy Jackson  Base image: Stadtplandienst 
 
  In the overlay image, Blue represents the route taken by the 119th soldiers, Green 
represents the 15 ft. high stone wall, Bright Orange represents the Slag Pile, and Orange 
represents the narrow gauge rail line.  The German machine gun position was most likely 
situated on the only elevated area around, shown here as the group of trees to the left of 
the narrow gauge rail line route.   
 
    A modern road map of the area shows the layout and street names as shown in the next 
image.  The borders of the area were easy to define using the aerial as a guide.  
 



 
Modern street map of the recon area.  From Stadtplandienst 
 
   Based on the sketch of the route, the patrol came down Moorsbacher Strasse, and most 
likely drew some fire from the German position on the rise to their front.  This was their 
first attempt to penetrate the line as mentioned in the German report.  They doubled back 
and moved northward on Krefelder Strasse, using buildings as cover until they reached a 
spot where they could cross over.  Bruckweg is the northern boundary of the area.  It is 
here where the remains of the stone wall are visible in the aerial photo.  The slag pile 
would have been in the area of Johanniterhof while the narrow gauge rail line would have 
roughly followed Eichenrather Strasse.  With that in mind, the patrol moved west roughly 
along the line formed by Bruckweg, then hooked southeast on Eichenrather until they 
reached a point that they drew fire once more, constituting the second penetration attempt 
mentioned by the Germans.  At this point they were forced to retire to their lines.  We 
know from the report that 7 men were captured, among this number were 4 wounded.   
 
    On the 7th of November, the journal of the 1st Battalion, 119th Infantry only states the 
following; “Able Company had some problems cleaning out slag pile.”ii  This entry in 
itself does not sound like much until one reads the report from the opposition, the 3d 
Panzer Grenadiers. “Again imprisoned 2 soldiers of the 119 Reg. 30 inf. Div, who were 
captured near the slag pile west of the railway station of Würselen. In the morning the 
enemy attacked the sector of Pz. Gren. Rgt 8.The enemy battalion succeeded in breaking 



our frontline in North and Northwest of Würselen. A counter-attack of our Regiment 
obliged the American battalion to withdraw. They lost a lot of man and war materials. At 
10.00 o clock we recovered our frontline. Taken 6 prisoners.”iii  Sounds a lot bigger than 
it first did.  Based on IDPF records for Allison Jackson, who was in Co. B, 119th, we 
know that it was not only Able Company involved in this assault.  It’s either that, or my 
mystery still remains as to whether or not Allison Jackson was part of the recon on the 
6th, was wounded, and died in German hands. 
 
   When looking for a solution to the recon map sketch, I made one discovery that was 
rather interesting.  119th history refers to the “Bloody Triangle” at Wurselen.  I looked 
around, based on information from the 119th history, and from Leon Karhausen, and the 
image below shows the recon area in relation to the area, which had stopped the 
American units cold in October.  The area in Orange represents the recon area of 6 
November, while the Red represents the Bloody Triangle of mid-October. Not much had 
been gained between the two dates.  
 

 
 
 
                                                 
i Report of 3d Panzer Grenadier Regiment. 6 November, 1944: Furnished by Leon Karhausen. 
ii Daily Journal, 1st Battalion, 119th Infantry, 30th Infantry Division. Entry of 7 November, 1944. Furnished 
by Warren Watson. 
iii Report of 3d Panzer Grenadier Regiment. 7 November, 1944: Furnished by Leon Karhausen. 
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